value-added solutions

Hands-in solutions with no labor required!
Improve your time to market and lower your total system costs with a Honeywell Sensing and Control value-added pressure and thermal solution. We customize integrated assemblies, thermal management, packaging and termination so you don’t have to. Get exactly what you need to deliver your products to market faster, saving labor and design time too.

Value-added solutions from Honeywell.
We’re not just hands-on, we’re hands-in.

Honeywell
Features and Benefits
• Up-front and ongoing technical support throughout the process
• Adding value by tailoring solutions to specific application needs
• Building value-added solutions on highly reliable, proven and accurate sensing platforms you can trust
• Responsive quoting and rapid prototyping processes to meet demanding deadlines
• Velocity product development enables built-in quality, reliability, and repeatability

Value to Customers
• Improved time to market
• Reduced production cycle time
• Reduced design time
• Lower total system costs
• Single source supplier
• Improved reliability
• Honeywell tested and warranted sub-assemblies
• Simplified qualification and manufacturing

Potential Applications
Medical
• Respiratory
• Dialysis machines
• Medical diagnostics
• Hospital hardware (lab equipment to incubators)
• Infusion pumps

Industrial
• Valves and flow meters
• Energy and power
• HVAC and refrigeration
• Embedded machine
• Material handling
• Oil and gas
• Air compressors

We’re hands-in so you can be hands-off!
Ask about our:

Built to work. Built to last. Call today for fast quotes and fast samples.

For more information about sensing and control products, visit sensing.honeywell.com or call +1-815-235-6847
Email inquiries to info.sc@honeywell.com

Sensing and Control
Honeywell
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